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Seeing Is Feeding for the Frugivorous Bird Brown-Eared Bulbul (*Microscelis amaurotis*)
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We examined feeding behavior by visually blocking fruit to establish a new theory of bird damage management for agricultural practices. Partly or fully invisible clusters of grapes were fixed on a perch. The birds selectively pecked the clearly visible part of the half-visible bag at a pecking count rate of 0.94–1.00 (95% CI). Half-visible bags allowed the birds to look inside like a skirt and detect the initially hidden portions of grapes, which were covered with opaque white bags. However, very few birds pecked at the white bags that were partially covering the grapes. That is, very few birds attempted to eat covered but easily detectable fruits. Only five birds gravitated toward the grapes in the completely covered nontranslucent bags, but they never pecked at them. Our results show that visual blocking could be a promising new technique to prevent bird damage.

1. Introduction

Birds damage agricultural productions; however, effective countermeasures have not been developed. Several techniques are used to deter birds, such as sonic, visual, olfactory, and gustatory deterrents. However, almost all methods are impractical because they result in habituation (e.g., distress calls [1, 2], visual deterrents [3–6], olfactory stimuli [7], and chemical repellents [8]). The fact that existing techniques do not perform satisfactorily indicates the necessity of newly developed techniques based on original principles. Here, we address damage management from a pure ecological viewpoint, namely, seed dispersion by birds.

Relationships between fruiting plants and avian seed dispersers have been well studied, and seed dispersers are believed to have exerted selective pressure on a diverse array of plant traits [9–14]. These traits include fruit nutritive quality [15], size [16], density (distance between fruits) [17, 18], and color [13]. During the 1980s and early 1990s, the most influential hypothesis that aimed at explaining how seed dispersers influence the evolution of plant coloration assumed that birds have strong preferences for certain colors (i.e., the color hypothesis [19]). Although some studies have reported particular color preferences in seed dispersers, these studies have produced inconsistent results [20–24]. Frugivores use fruit conspicuousness, which is the result of spectral contrasts between fruits and their backgrounds (i.e., the contrast hypothesis [25–28]). Fruit color patterns are adaptations that maximize color contrasts with background leaves, thereby attracting avian seed dispersers [25]. The contrast hypothesis assumes that birds can forage using their sense of vision, and the importance of visual signals has been well reported [25–29]. However, the effect of visual blocking has not been documented.

The importance of visual detection has also been supported by another study. The neighborhood effect, proposed by Sargent [18], refers to the observation that densely borne fruits are more likely to have their seeds dispersed. Ortiz-Pulido et al. [16] reported that larger fruit crops had higher levels of fruit removal. High fruit density and large crop size both improve the visibility of some fruits and enhance seed dispersion, so fruit visibility would be one of the main factors contributing to seed dispersion because visual stimuli (i.e., visible versus out of view) would directly affect
feeding behavior. If feeding behavior requires visual stimuli, covered fruits have a reduced chance of seed dispersion. Therefore, artificial visual blocking may also prevent bird damage to cultivated types of fruit. This perspective should help establish new techniques for bird damage management.

In this study, we hypothesize that the feeding behavior of the frugivorous brown-eared bulbul bird (*Microscelis amaurotis*) is directly connected to visual stimuli (i.e., seeing is feeding). If feeding behavior is based on sight, visually blocking fruits should prevent birds from feeding on them. To test the hypothesis, partly hidden grapes were used. Specifically, a cluster of grapes was covered, with the upper or lower half of the cluster in a clear bag and the other half out of view inside a devitrified white paper bag. If our assumption is true, visual blocking could act as a countermeasure against bird damage. The brown-eared bulbul was targeted because these species (and crows) (*Corvus corone* and *C. macrorhynchos*) cause most of the damage in this study area [30, 31]. In addition, the paper bag is commonly used for external qualities, disease control, and pest control for fruit in Asia [32–34]. Crows easily and frequently break devitrified bags and wrapping film [30]; therefore, this paper bag could not effectively protect fruit from birds and was not used for damage management. Barely visible lines [35] enabled us to evaluate the usefulness of visual blocking techniques for frugivorous birds.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area. Fieldwork for this study was conducted in the winter, from January 11 to January 25, 2011, at the Yamanashi Prefecture Agricultural Research Center, Japan. The research was undertaken during this season because natural fresh fruits are generally unavailable in the winter. As a result, birds are more easily attracted to fruits in the winter than in other seasons. We attempted to attract birds in summer, but only a few birds were observed. A river, paddy fields, orchards, and urban lands surround the study area. Brown-eared bulbuls are the dominant frugivorous birds in the study area throughout the year [36, 37]. Occasionally, we also observed white-cheeked starlings (*Sturnus cineraceus*), dusky thrushes (*Turdus eunomus*), Eurasian tree sparrows (*Passer montanus*), Oriental turtle doves (*Streptopelia orientalis*), rock doves (*Columba livia*), carrion crows (*Corvus corone*), and large-billed crows (*Corvus macrorhynchos*).

2.2. Study Design. A 10 mm c, 40 cm long glass fiber perch was set at 1.2 m high with a grape cluster attached (cultivar: Steuben; color: dark purple; length: mean = 174 mm, sd = 16, and weight: mean = 343 g, sd = 22; Figure 1). This study used grapes because a compound raceme (i.e., cluster of fruits) can be selectively and partly covered. In this study, we set two grape feeding stations 140 m apart. Prior to the experiment, unobscured grapes were fixed to the perches without any treatment for 5 days to habituate birds to the perches. During the experimental period, we set up three treatment groups. Clusters of grapes were all supported from above, hanging like a natural cluster of grapes and fixed to the perch in three ways: (1) with the grape cluster uncovered and visible (uncovered grapes); (2) with the cluster of grapes covered by two kinds of half bags (half-visible bag), where the clear half bag allowed the birds to see either the upper or lower half of a grape cluster, while the white half bag partially obscured the grape cluster; and (3) with the entire cluster of grapes out of view inside a white-colored nontranslucent waterproof bag (full bag). A small drain hole was made in the bottom of each bag. During the 15-day study period, these three treatment groups were set up five times on each perch in random order so the sequence of the treatments had no pattern. The uncovered grapes were used as a control. Although the half-visible bags covered half of a grape cluster, birds could look inside the white half bag and see the covered part of the cluster through a space between the grapes and the white half bag. For example, in one setup, hovering birds could look into the lower half-visible bag because the upper white half of the bag covered the grapes like a skirt and the lower half of the bag covered the grapes like a see-through dress. The half-visible bag treatment was used to test whether the birds would attempt to feed on the grapes in the white paper-covered half of the bag (i.e., the covered part of the fruit) by remembering and inferring that the fruit was covered by the half-sized white paper bag. The full bag treatment was also used to test whether the birds would attempt to feed on the grape clusters that were fully covered in the white bag.

To monitor bird behavior, a video camera (HDR-CX370V, SONY, Tokyo, Japan) was set up 2 m from the grapes. The video camera operated from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. (7.5 hours).
A black wire line was hung above the perch to deter crows [35] because we wanted to observe the behavior of the frugivorous bulbul bird. The thin black line was barely visible, and crows had a higher risk of collision. This collision risk was intended to deter crows only [35], as crows could have destroyed our bags. The number and species of birds attracted and the pecking count data were extracted from the video cameras. Pecking counts of uncovered grapes were counted directly, but pecking counts of the grape clusters covered by a half-visible bag or full bag were measured by counting the number of pecking attempts directed at either bag. In addition, the pecking count for the partially visible grape clusters (half-visible bag) was calculated separately from pecking attempts at either the white paper or the clear film.

2.3. Statistical Analysis. For the three treatment groups, differences in the attracted bird counts were tested using a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM; error distribution: Poisson, random factor: ID of feeding sites) and Holm method. Pecking count data for the half-visible bags were treated as proportional data (pecking counts of the visible part of the grape/total pecking counts), and these proportional data were analyzed using the GLMM (error distribution: binomial, random factor: ID of feeding sites). Whelan and Willson [38] reported that birds preferred foods that were easily accessible from a perch, which suggests a bias toward the upper portion of the half bags. Therefore, we made separate model estimations for the two groups (i.e., upper and lower half-visible bags). All statistical analyses were performed using R 2.13.0 [39] and library glmmML.

3. Results

The bird species that used the perch and hovered for feeding were the brown-eared bulbul \( (n = 1007) \), the dusky thrush \( (n = 26) \), and the bull-headed shrike \( (Lanius bucephalus) \) \( (n = 1) \). Only the brown-eared bulbuls pecked the half-visible bags or full bags, but they never broke the bags. We used only brown-eared bulbul pecking data because dusky thrush and shrike never pecked the covered fruits (i.e., half-visible bag or full bag); our treatments protected the fruit from these birds even if half of the fruit was visible. The order of birds numbers attracted to each test site each day in each treatment group was uncovered > half-visible bag > full bag (Figure 2, GLMM and Holm method; \( p < 0.05 \)). The full bag attracted five feeding attempts by bulbuls, but these birds never pecked at the bag.

Upper or lower half-visible bags attracted 26 and 46 birds, respectively. Of 338 attempts at pecking half-visible bags, only one attempt was made at pecking the white half bag. Estimated 95% confidence intervals for pecking the visible part/total pecking were 0.98–0.99 and 0.94–1.00 for the upper and lower half-visible bags, respectively (Figure 3). The results indicated that bulbul pecking behavior is strongly biased toward the visible part of a grape cluster.

4. Discussion

The results confirm that feeding behavior of the brown-eared bulbul is directly linked to visual stimuli. The lower confidence limit of pecking the visible part/total pecking was 0.94, close to 1. In addition, the bulbuls never pecked fruits that were covered by a full bag, even though repeatedly
birds fed on uncovered fruits that were located in the same position as the covered and not visible fruit. The results of the experiments using half-clear and half-white bags (i.e., half-visible bags) suggest that a visual stimulus induces feeding behavior. Half-clear/half-white bags hid half of the fruit cluster, but not perfectly. Birds could see inside the white half bag by looking into a space between the fruit and the invisible bag like a skirt. Birds could see a piece of the covered fruit cluster and recognize the covered part of the fruit; however, only one bird pecked at the white half of a bag. The fact that almost all of the pecking behavior was targeted at part of a bag with clear fruit visibility showed the importance of visual stimuli. Frugivorous bulbul birds would start feeding on visible fruit the moment they visually detected the fruit, but they never started to feed based on the memory of previously observed fruit. The test using fruit inside an all-white bag also shows that the frugivorous bulbul bird did not use memory for feeding. We conclude that frugivorous bulbul birds feed on fruit based only on visual stimuli; that is, seeing is feeding for the frugivorous bulbul bird. Perhaps frugivorous birds depend on their visual senses for feeding because birds have remarkable visual abilities [40].

In this study, we observed the feeding behavior of only one frugivorous species. However, Bernhardt and Seaman [41] also showed that red-winged blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus) selectively fed on visible foods. They reported that long husks made it difficult for blackbirds to peck at sweet corn and showed that blackbirds fed less frequently on hardly visible sweet corn that was covered by long husks. The behavior of red-winged blackbirds also shows the importance of visual detection and supports our hypothesis.

Though this study clearly showed the necessity of visual stimuli for feeding, further study is needed to generalize this new technique. Our only target species was the brown-eared bulbul, which is the species that causes the most damage. For practical use, other applicable bird species should be studied. We do not believe this technique can be applied to all birds. For example, in insect pest management, one pesticide targets only a limited number of insect pests, and, in order to cover several insect pests, many kinds of pesticides are developed. Bird damage management should function in the same way as insect pest management. Indeed, this study employed a combined application of visual blocking techniques for frugivorous birds and a barely visible line for crows. Integrated wildlife management is therefore needed [42]. Other than crows, there were some exceptions to our results. Though this study revealed the importance of direct visual contact with fruit, some other bird species peck invisible foods [43, 44]. When starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) peck the soil, most food is not visible [43]. Frugivorous birds would not have to search for fruits, whereas ground-feeding birds may have to perform searching tasks. This is because fruiting plants would be expected to develop a place to exhibit fruits (the contrast hypothesis [25–28]).

This study showed that visual blocking is useful for preventing fruit damage caused by frugivorous birds. This technique is also easily applicable, as farmers usually use paper bags for fruit in Asia. It is important to note the combination of this technique with a barely visible line for crows [35]. Though we demonstrated the viability of a new technique based on a novel principle, more research is needed, especially for other applicable bird species.
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